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The first Adlerian clinics in Uruguay emerged in 2011; the urgent need to help "difficult children" 
living in a socio-economic critical cultural context.  

Individual Psychology offers tools to redirect children to the useful side of life, and extend this 
commitment to parents, teachers, doctors and social workers. 

It should be noted that the clinic before the entry of Adlerian Psychology, worked with a model of 
welfare work, where interdisciplinary work was precarious, discouraging and re-traumatizing. 
Children received long treatments being individually addressing, not including parents, except the 
initial interview with the child psychiatrist. Emphasis was placed on the diagnosis intrusive 
techniques as the exclusive application of psychometric decontextualized tests. 

The central psychological studies in order to determine a psychotherapeutic strategy were 
changed into a referring cognition tests regardless of the cultural factor as is the Raven's 
Progressive Matrices - Special scale. The children attending the clinic came from homes with 
serious cultural deprivation, so the techniques used so far were the Wisc, yielding data that 
distorted the psychological reality of the patient. The results always gave below average. 

By this confirmed that a high percentage of children had no cognitive difficulties, but which 
impacted on the performance was poor care at home and at school. The development of 
Gardner's multiple intelligences which addresses intelligence from a multidimensional angle and 
no referring exclusively to unidimensional IQ, replaced the question:-  "How smart are you?" By 
a more inclusive: - "How are you smart? (Butler-Bowdon, 2007), is a relevant model for Adlerian 
orientation. Remember the maxim Adler matters less how one is born than what is then on that 
basis. 

The Adlerian clinics in Uruguay are a recension of the first psychological counseling developed by 
Adler in 1920 in Vienna. The First World War had made a big sequel in the Viennese society. 
Adler realized that the inappropriate behavior of children was the result of an educational default, 
so he dedicated therapeutic time to the children and parents. We know from the work of brainy 
Madelaine Ganz, "The Psychology of Alfred Adler”, Adler's assertion that "education is 
encouraging." 

Another milestone that inspires our work was conducted by Ganz and known as "the three 
badges pedagogues": Spiel, Birnbaum and Scharmer, who established the first experimental 
Adlerian School. The desideratum of this new educational movement advocated a new school, 
"instead of teaching to teach, educate aspire to teach”. Not only knowledge was transmitted but 
lifestyles were formed towards collaboration and active participation in conflict resolution. 
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In the introductory note to his masterpiece "Discipline Without Punishment " Spiel explains the 
purpose of it: -  " ... was dictated by the conviction - in a time when we were condemned to 
silence - particularly that a true overcoming totalitarianism cannot achieve by external 
arrangements, or with pathetic calls 'aware' of the human being, but only 'becoming unconscious 
conscious' and that all the problems of school reform - development of spontaneity of children, 
education oriented pacifism and democracy - are essentially insoluble , if there is no full 
understanding of the principles of depth psychology" ( Spiel , 1970 , p.5 ). The author had been 
dazzled by Adler in the spring of 1920, when he witnessed from first hand how he “revealed to a 
boy some unconscious aspects of his personality, speaking in an inimitable way”. The constant 
search for Spiel staff to use and articulate the contribution of psychology to education made to 
study various psychological theories, managed to answer his basic question to insoluble moment 
"How can this be implemented?”. It was then, after witnessing the work mentioned, when he 
decided to become a follower of Adlerian militant movement. 

The Adlerian unconscious is not defined as a separate entity of consciousness but is continuous 
and is not determined by childhood trauma or for drives. Adler used to say that the unconscious 
as that misunderstood part of the goal, reformulating the Freudian unconscious. Defining it, in this 
way: "man knows more than he understands". 

Adler has set man free from restrictive theories of stimulus-response and drive theories (Trieben) 
personality. Kelly half a century later tells us that - “man is born alive and fighting in a 
psychological world" and rejects the hypothesis of drives “driving" or stimuli "triggers" of the 
organism. The basis for the author's assertion that all representations made about the world are 
subject to revision or replacement. 

The initial aim in which we participate in this call is for parents to counseling interviews and 
arriving at the conclusion that their support is important for the development of psychosocial skills 
of the child. 

We understand, via Adler, that every "difficult child" pursues an objective and that it is not 
consistent with social norms, and it is only possible to speak of this when, in a long period, does 
not achieve adequate living. They are characterized by the lack of interest in others. Behind every 
difficult child there is a lack of sense of belonging to the community. 

This lack of interest, the Adlerians call it as discouragement, and its motivations are numerous, 
such as namely excessive pampering, authoritarian education, neglect or abandonment by the 
leaders. Adler diagnosis categories without being rigid, and in order to develop relevant clinical 
and therapeutic parameters, classified children, in which the community feeling could not develop 
according to the social logic, into three: 

1 - Hated Children. 

2 - Pampered Children. 

3 - Children with organic inferiority. 
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Also, it was observed what attitude took the child from the basic tasks of life - passive (lazy, shy, 
timid, liars) and active attitude (power hungry child, impatient, impulsive, and inclined to  theft). 

So we speak of interest from the constructivist meta-theory of Piaget instead of the archaic 
motivational psychology of learning inspired by Thorndike. Because motivation derives from the 
Latin "motus - movere" (which is moving, that is printed from outside indicating extrinsic 
movement _, while it is intrinsic interest, is linked to the inner emotional world and therefore more 
durable. In the Parable of citizen and the farmer serves to graph this terminological disquisition. 
The citizen takes the horse to the fountain and forces him to drink; the farmer explains that he 
first has to provoke thirst after giving lucerne and only lead the horse to the fountain and drink. 

The Adlerian psychotherapy or counseling roughly can be divided into three phases: 

- (1) Therapeutic relationship, which is establish in a good rapport in the decrease 
resistance and capacity for empathy. 

- (2) Anamnesis: interpretation of the purposes of behavior (what for? or Why?), understanding 
the unconscious life plan and family constellation. 

- (3) Explanation of unconscious motivations and the consequences of inappropriate behavior. 
The empathic encouragement (Ferrigno, 2013) is the most important aspect at this time, so that 
the patient uses the behavior constructively and he develops a sense of community 
("Gemeinschaftsgefühl"). 

The double maternal role is from one side - to gain the child to one standing before his eyes as a 
fellow man and the other, - awakening the feeling of children for others. The parent should 
contribute to this task. At the clinic, when it fails this double feature, the professional must fill that 
void between the child and establish the contact and he can inspire confidence and then direct it 
towards the community. Adler said that "the therapist takes lately the place as a mother”. If the 
therapist forgets this second phase, the success may not be based (beist) on sympathy rather 
than inspiring the child, and does not recognize that inside has a duty to act in certain ways. If 
this happens, the problem will occur because by diminishing the interest in professional have 
been discharged without giving the child a "marvelous key of self-education" (Ganz, 129) 

Another of the risks that we assume in the office are the excessive praise that differ from 
encouragement and wait for the child in the remotest future reward or external valuation to move 
toward the tasks of life. The goal to the child is to be responsible and increasingly free to choose 
according to the "logic to human co-existence”. The educator Neill warns that when things get too 
easy, are not appreciated. 

Montessori was one of the revolutionary of education in the twentieth century in her conception of 
the child, their needs and the best way to educate, help it grow. Pestalozzi, Fröebel and 
Montessori influenced markedly on the Adlerian thought. The Montessori´s statement regarding to 
abstention of parents and teachers, are crucial:  "Any help that is given to a child and that he 
does not need,  stops its development”. 
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Giving too much is just as harmful as not giving. It is the child who must face the work under 
favorable conditions. It is the latter that Adlerian Psychology through counseling of parents has a 
significant mission in the circumstances to bring the favorable conditions and allow the child to 
grow with autonomy and responsibility. Remember the aphorism: "Never do for a child what he 
can do for himself”. If he does not do neither does the mother, teacher or therapist. 

Children do not fail alone, frustration is also out in the parents, teachers and technicians in the 
context they wrongly configured. Desmond Morris says that we are born explorers and to know is 
to arrange things in the world and to do this are the parents. In the learning liberty method of 
Montessori, there is an order and context for that order can be found: 

"It is not allowed to wander aimlessly, now here, now there, gathering uncertain impressions and 
inconsistent according to the imagination and curiosity. This is the reason that you will not allow 
any child to deal with any part of the teaching material until it has been fully trained in its proper 
use, and the proper use of the material from the path leading from the known to the unknown”. 
The foregoing is a preview to construct Ausubel previous ideas. 

Adler says that the main job is to encourage children and lower their self-centeredness. Piaget 
spoke of egocentrism which is nothing more than lack of social interest and empathy. For 
neuroscience is lack of mirror neurons, these are reconfirmations of Individual Psychology. 

Affective content in psychotherapy paramount to Adler may be blocked and become resistance. 
While resistors are first that is interpreted are not always interpretable in clinical if one wants to 
cause “insight". Following Victor Louis may be a better strategy, instead of interpreting resistance, 
appeal to indirect questions such as: "Do you feel discomfort or distress? Do you feel threatened, 
angry, humiliated? Do you feel self-pity?”. The author notes that these options will require patients 
to take a stand and adds: "neurotic always needs training to make decisions. So we do not give, 
nor force them to a purely verbal recognition. Often the emotions communicate more through a 
paraverbal mode. Gestures, facial expressions and tone of voice of our patients are sometimes 
more expressive than the same words "(1979, p.37). 

Adler was ahead ethnologists’ research about how animals communicate their emotions. We 
know the "recognition reflex" by Dreikurs, showing an interpretation hit the mark, through a smile 
or a gesture. Give options and encourage are a fundamental part of the orientation process 
Adlerian Psychotherapy. 

We do not treat diseases but sick and discouragement is in all of us. It's like someone who lacks 
a mineral (e.g. Iodine), it provides the doctor, but the therapist must be trained in the art of it is 
encouraging that our psychological heritage school. 

Dreikurs said that the main factor influencing successful is the encouragement. Discouragement 
is the basis for all social deviations, so the encouragement is nothing more than inspires courage 
that allows successes where other psychotherapies may fail. 

Now I will show you a video that we watch with the children in clinic, as a non standardized 
technique. 
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After watching the video we ask: What got your attention from the video? What made the lions to 
withdraw? Children give different answers as: by the weapons carried, by the attitude, self-
confidence and courage. 

Then we explain that courage is not the absence of fear, but the courage to face, the difficulties of 
life in a free and responsible manner. That is the preparation or transfer to a lifestyle more safe 
and caring.  

Adler in "The Pattern of life" states that "Courage cannot be given like a spoonful of medicine. We 
must show him that he will be happier if he does not undervalue himself, and he will discover the 
advantages of courage as soon as we can get him to resist the commands of his gang. I tried to 
show him that always being led is a mistake. If we add to his self-esteem, courage will come 
itself. As long as he feels inferior, he will not accept responsibility. The training to be responsible 
and the training to be courageous are all part of the same thing” (p. 303). 
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